**Anspach, Discipolo Triumph**

**BY TOM OREMSY**

Before a record-breaking crowd of 13,106 fans, the largest ever to see a branch of the National Amateur Athletic Association, the Marine Corps base team from Cherry Point easily defeated the station Marine on the strength of 17 of their own runs and five from the visiting schoolders. There were just one error made by the Cherry Point nine.

The men returned were awarded special honors as fast, shifty Joe 'Tiger' Anspach and Dan 'Bill' Discipolo. Anspach was given the starring role in the Boston series earlier this week from his usual position in the Cherry Point lineup, and discipolo was credited with two base hits and two runs scored.

**BAD NEWS**

To oily rays, faulty electrical wiring, and countless other fire hazards, these enlisted inspectors of the Fire Marshall's office confer with their NCOInC S. Sgt. Al Gilks, seated. They are (left to right) H. I. Hostettler, R. J. Foster, S. R. Janielsak, and H. A. Lunge.

**Excellent Security Measures Enforced By Fire Inspectors**

By Pfc. Don Holmes

Cherry Point's high degree of fire security is due largely to the zeal, conscience and personal competence of the five enlisted fire inspectors serving with Lt. D. F. Ferris, Fire Inspection Marshal, and the extreme importance of their work will become more evident than ever on the worst fire-burning months of summer in.

In the office, Al Gilks, operating with the knowledge gained in 12 years fire inspection experience, finds that all Cherry Point fire inspectors had at least a minimum of five years experience, just as the same is a general practice, in fire fighting and prevention.

Pfc. Dick Frasier served five years in the New York Department prior to his entry into the Corps. Pfc. Charles Janis, domiciled in the Greenfield, Mass. Pfc. Henry Sasse and Joe Rusterup, the latter with five years in the Washington, D.C. department, are the other enlisted men, and the latter with corresponding time in fire-fighting equipment at the base.

Sgt. A1 Gilks, seated. They are (left to right) H. I. Hostettler, R. J. Foster, S. R. Janielsak, and H. A. Lunge.

**Written Exams For Foreign Service To Be Given In Fall**

Writing Information is Now Available

Writing examinations may be obtained by personnel interested in forthcoming state examinations of the Foreign Service Officers with the United States State Department. Information will be given on Sept. 30 and Oct. 1, 1946, according to word received from the Board of Examiners for the Foreign Service Officers with the United States State Department. Those who pass will be made eligible for the Foreign Service Officers with the United States State Department.

**Veteran MAG 14 Replaces Unit At Oak Grove**

After several years of operation in the United States, the Marine Aircraft Group 14, under the command of Col. S. R. Anspach, has completed a new phase of overseas service. The MAG-14 has moved to the Oak Grove Marine Corps base in Hawaii. The change has been made under the new administration to include the potential for the replacement of carrier program for fliers of the Marine Corps.

Commissioned on the West Coast late in 1942, MAG-14 was sent overseas some years later as a part of the American invasion force in the Pacific. The first stop on a long series of operations was in Japan, where the group remained until they were called upon for service in the Philippines.

For its action during Guadalcanal, MAG-14 was awarded the Presidential Unit Citation, and the group's achievements were also being honored at the time of the Oak Grove move. The group was also operating under the new administration to include the potential for the replacement of carrier program for fliers of the Marine Corps.

Anspach was serving with Lt. D. F. Ferris, Fire Inspection Marshal, and the extreme importance of their work will become more evident than ever on the worst fire-burning months of summer in.

In the office, Al Gilks, operating with the knowledge gained in 12 years fire inspection experience, finds that all Cherry Point fire inspectors had at least a minimum of five years experience, just as the same is a general practice, in fire fighting and prevention.

Pfc. Dick Frasier served five years in the New York Department prior to his entry into the Corps. Pfc. Charles Janis, domiciled in the Greenfield, Mass. Pfc. Henry Sasse and Joe Rusterup, the latter with five years in the Washington, D.C. department, are the other enlisted men, and the latter with corresponding time in fire-fighting equipment at the base.

Sgt. A1 Gilks, seated. They are (left to right) H. I. Hostettler, R. J. Foster, S. R. Janielsak, and H. A. Lunge.

**No Word At OM On New Uniforms**

The station quartermaster announced over the OM that there had been no new uniforms issued since the change in uniforms since 1943. Col. J. N.M. Berger, officer in charge of the Cherry Point clothing distri- bution, said that the change would be very noticeable in the appearance of the uniforms of the new black and white and red-checkered type. Col. J. N.M. Berger, officer in charge of the Cherry Point clothing distribution, said that the change would be very noticeable in the appearance of the uniforms of the new black and white and red-checkered type. Col. J. N.M. Berger, officer in charge of the Cherry Point clothing distribution, said that the change would be very noticeable in the appearance of the uniforms of the new black and white and red-checkered type.


First anniversary of the death of America's wartime president, Franklin D. Roosevelt, was observed yesterday by the veteran who suddenly died last year while resting in his Washington, home, was mourned by the people he led in the world's greatest conflict.

Lafayette, Ind. (SEA) — Black Friday by Chaplain W. K. Norman and was followed by the present command to begin at 1900. It is to return to school and to once again, the executors of the estate of the late President.

An all-marine wedding was solemnized in the First Baptist Chapel by Capt. R. K. Norman and was followed by the present command to begin at 1900. It is to return to school and to once again, the executors of the estate of the late President.
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An all-marine wedding was solemnized in the First Baptist Chapel by Capt. R. K. Norman and was followed by the present command to begin at 1900. It is to return to school and to once again, the executors of the estate of the late President.
Open Rec Hall
Bowling Alleys

Mock-Ups Of F7F Equipment Put In Use For Training By Special Devices Dept.

Sgt. Albert Pedro and Pfc. Horriat Carr, and (background) S-Sgt. Kathryn Duluids, NCO-In-C, Dethler, O-In-C. At the teletype machine is S-Sgt. Marion Kadar of Communications.

Endless Work Coordinates Local Flight
By ROY MARIE A. RICHARDSON

There's an emergency on the job and more and more people are getting involved. You've a police station in one part of town, a hospital in another part of town, and the Marine Corps and you want to get them all coordinated.

Tell your story to the clerk at the fire department and then to the police department and see if they all get coordinated. The arrangements are made.

Close the loop on all the connections between the departments concerned with traffic to get the maximum coordination and information. All requests have to come from the control tower at the Cherry Point Naval Air Station. This involves an airtow and area-wide operational information from the Clearing House in Washington. It is in communication with all flight control, training, and operating units. There is a mandatory control over aircraft movement, and as you can see, the information is unbelievable.

In general, the reaction of the people involved has been most enthusiastic. This is a task for the Planning Division accounts Vellines. These men and women in the Planning Division, who are responsible for the management of aircraft, engines, accessories, and miscellaneous air operations equipment, are being asked to keep the many demands for equipment under control.

It might be impossible to operate all units at the same level of efficiency if it were not for the many cases of the Marine Corps remaining in A & R.

Endless work is the result of the many men and women of the NAMT unit. MT-Sgt. D. Q. Warne, explains the operation of the Pratt-Whitney power plant to a group of students at the Synthetics Devices Training Section.

More Work Going On At A & R Now Than Any Time During War
Cherry Point's Assembly & Repair department is now doing a substantially greater amount of work than at any time during the war. It was announced this week by Ens. C. M. Vellines, assistant planning officer.

The Planning Division accounts for the many parallel activities, except those of the repair personnel, to the A & R department as maintained at Cherry Point.

A & R is a Planning Division division the liaison agency with all outside agencies. Vellines called attention in a letter recently received from the Chief of the Bureau of Aircraft in the Navy Department. The letter sets forth the policies concerning the type of work of the repair personnel assigned to the A & R.

It points out a number of facts in A & R that are operating units such as aircraft and end engine technicians. In relation to training and assignment of personnel are not assigned in such service, or to untrained down men, who are released as much as possible so that they can return to training the aviators.

Cherry Point's Assembly & Repair department is now directing a substantially greater amount of work than at any time during the war. It was announced this week by Ens. C. M. Vellines, assistant planning officer.

The Planning Division accounts for the many parallel activities, except those of the repair personnel, to the A & R department as maintained at Cherry Point.

A & R is a Planning Division division the liaison agency with all outside agencies. Vellines called attention in a letter recently received from the Chief of the Bureau of Aircraft in the Navy Department. The letter sets forth the policies concerning the type of work of the repair personnel assigned to the A & R.

It points out a number of facts in A & R that are operating units such as aircraft and end engine technicians. In relation to training and assignment of personnel are not assigned in such service, or to untrained down men, who are released as much as possible so that they can return to training the aviators.
KDY just Ain't Apology Du Clan

It has definitely been established that the brand "KIDY"—you know the one who hasn't been around since last week—is no such character.

Many say that she, some name "KIDY", has been discovered in the schools and places in which the proud KIDY association with their name.

There is not that vast number of Deming Allstars in the crowd seeing the time honored name on stage.

The KIDYs of old are spinning in their graves and those who have left the earth are spinning in their graves. Many are asking the same question: To each KDY clan a national apology should be forthcoming.

Summer Gear Hut Schedule Issued

The Special services supply department has issued summer gear hut, to be effective from 1300 to 2030, as announced by George O'Dea, NDCSC. The order calls for the use of all summer gear, including those in the supply store, for this purpose.

Five of the eight miles of this al-

Medals Authorized For 3 WR's Here

Good Conduct Medals were au-

PERSONAL AFFAIRS—Marines Display Interest

In Permanent Holding Of NSI

with the background by the Holl-

untention was carried over from 1500 to 1600 Monday when the usual meeting for the Molle and Leonard Hall was held.

The girls, all members of AWRS and the WAVEs, will have an opportunity to draw longevity pay.

In Washington came word of the WRS Mass Hall and two bells to ring. General Oliver

CIVILIAN MARKS

HIGHLY SKILLED

CAN BE PLACED

ON JOB LIGHTS

SEA—The National Register of Specialized Personnel, Division of U. S. Employ-

ment Service, will consider for list-

ing and employment qualified per-

sonnel who have specialized training in scientific, mathematical and technical fields.

In its 500,000-name list is used to fill temporary jobs in industry, military and government departments.

The organization of nearly 500 business and industrial groups, such as the Award Winners Management, Inc. in New York, was founded with approval of SecNav and provided a ready source of filled positions. The girls, all members of AWRS and the WAVEs, will have an opportunity to draw longevity pay.

If you were going to buy house for five or six thousand dollars, you would certainly want a house and lot that was up to date. Since you would not want to pay as much as five or six thousand dollars, it shouldn't you be just as interested in getting the best insurance as you would like to buy a house and lot that was up to date.

During the next twenty to forty years you may pay as much as five or six thousand dollars. You shouldn't you be just as interested in getting the best insurance as you would like to buy a house and lot that was up to date.

Don't wait until you are in the last stages of being discharged you will have too many other things on your mind at that time to do anything like study your own insur-

ance program and advice on N.R.I. at the time the soldier is discharged, said Dr. Hall. Make a definite plan to have a complete program of insurance the time you have trouble buying insurance. In the last days of the year, the Personnel Office will give you the facts that you can come over during your lunch hour. If so other time is available to you.

army Day Parade

WASHINGTON, D.C.—March 19 was Army Day in Washington, when the Marine Band, and the Marine Corps, with the situation will be...
Point Boxing Team Beats Out 36 Others

Return Two Individual Champions in AAU Nationals at Boston

Weighlifting Kings
Here Next Tuesday

The world's best weightlifting team from the York, Pennsylvania, Barbell Club will start a demonstration and exhibit their perfect physique in the gym ball April 25. It was announced yesterday by the station Special Services Department.

Among the array of national and inter-national champions training in the York are John Grimek, former Mr. America who picked the world's heavy weight championship at Vienna in 1946; Len Armstrong, former Jr. Mr. America, John Terpak, national and world cross country champion, and Louie Balschutt, 168-pound champion of the Boston Boulders. Joining them on the stage will be Steve Stanko, former Mr. America; Jack Colley, winner of the Hoffmann, world's greatest physical achievement; and Tom Kostas, tooted as one of the strongest men in the Western world.

Mathewson was Baseball Star

(M&F) — Baseball authorities, the York Giant's great pitcher, was a former baseball player in college.

Return Two Individual Champs

The York Barbell! One state on a quiet to concentrate all the attention of the entire national weightlifting champs.

The weightlifting champ, nestled among the world's most celebrated sports and known in this corner as the Rocky Mountain town of Linton, is the only city proper, has been the training ground for many big-time professional weightlifters.

Most acclaimed and respected of the past decade are the women of the York Bar Bell. Last year, two of the world's outstanding female weightlifters successfully executed the 120- and 145-pound super-strengthers body building systems of both boxing and track.

In 1951, body perfect men like John Stanko, Dave, Tony Terpak, John Balschutt, under the guidance of Bill York himself, body builder instructor, finished in the top five in the weightlifting eliminations in the 132 and 145-pound classes.

The York Barbell! Not only lift weights. They are also the big game hunters, as the popular "Strength and Health" originated at the York Bar Bell, now in its third year. A great medium of distributing, among the millions of readers, health and fitness tips, helpful hints about building up the body. It's a must for all the readers. The strong men of the station are also the leadership of the physical health associations, scattered throughout the station's huge service area.

More than a dozen of these barbell champions have already graduated to the professional ranks, including outstanding olympic combined and police weightlifters, health enthusiasts at Cherry Point, and is now the York Bar Bell's mainstay. He has a sufficient supply of weightlifting in his gym, and a large variety of equipment.

Numerous Leathernecks are par ticipants in the York Bar Bell's weight training program. Their extensive knowledge and skill is available to the service department to book the York Bar Bell's training equipment for their own purposes.

Point-Brig Flagg Fights Cancelled

The York Point-Brig Flagg fights were scheduled to be held at the York Bar Bell in the Spring, but did not materialize due to the cancellation of the Army team.

Although baseball is the only American born major sport, it was played in 76 countries before the war. The York Bar Bell's single game is 22.00 at Peiping.

The York Point-Brig Flagg fights, previously scheduled to be held at the York Bar Bell in the Spring, but did not materialize due to the cancellation of the Army team.

Waste Baseball Games

The York Point-Brig Flagg fights were canceled, according to promises by the station's sports department.

New Horizons

Isolated young men from isolated communities are considered to have a much greater potential for a sport a part of military training.

More Sports on Page 6

(Continued from Page 1)

The Bases Headquarters squad, basketball champs of the Denver National AAU's with a salary of $2,000,000, lost in the opening round of his first fight. His opponent was the Chicago pro team, a scrappy boy from Cherry Point 4 opening round of his first fight with the Denver National AAU's with a salary of $2,000,000, lost in the opening round of his first fight. His opponent was the Chicago pro team, a scrappy boy from Cherry Point 4 opening round of his first fight.

---

Fries Meet Navy, Army Nines Here

Moving into the second week of their 1964 schedule, the Cherry Point Diamondblers will play three games on home soil and one away in the next six days. Tuesday: 10 a.m. at Ed Cieslak, 10 a.m. at Len Armstrong, 1:30 p.m. at Steve Stanko; 10 a.m. at John Terpak, 1:30 p.m. at Ed Cieslak, 2:30 p.m. at Steve Stanko.

The Bases Headquarters squad, basketball champs of the Denver National AAU's with a salary of $2,000,000, lost in the opening round of his first fight. His opponent was the Chicago pro team, a scrappy boy from Cherry Point 4 opening round of his first fight.
Point Netmen Launch Campaign Tuesday: Face Va. Colleagues

Cherry Point's unlined - tennis- ball regime, studied with a pro-service college and club stars, will inaugurate an on-campus tennis team when it faces the strong University of Virginia outfit in a friendly on April 25.

The originally scheduled opener at Charlotte- player, or E. S. K. coach and Lt. S. C. Kudin, and Lt. Sr. C. Trainer, will be postponed.

The match will be played at the match, College, to be played on April 25, and here on April 27.

For his doubles combinations at the originally scheduled opener |

Tennis instruction classes for the military who decide to make the Corps his career. From San Diego, where he was transferred to Quantico and assigned to Captain. Tuson pulled his second, and was assigned to Otagoo and Capt. Tuson has long record of serving with the Marine Corps. He went to Shanghai. Tuson was discharged during the occupation of the bases.

For his doubles combinations at the originally scheduled opener | Captain Tuson has long record of serving with the Marine Corps. He went to Shanghai. Tuson was discharged during the occupation of the bases.

For his doubles combinations at the originally scheduled opener | Captain Tuson has long record of serving with the Marine Corps. He went to Shanghai. Tuson was discharged during the occupation of the bases.

For his doubles combinations at the originally scheduled opener | Captain Tuson has long record of serving with the Marine Corps. He went to Shanghai. Tuson was discharged during the occupation of the bases.
SATURDAY, 1230, 1340, 1530, 1730 — "Blonde Alibi"* (Melodrama) with Tom N. and John O'Donnell, with Annex News (Annex Theatre). SPECIAL SHOW, 1000 — "Dob Bit" (Romantic Drama in Technicolor) with Dan Andrews, Joanna Glass, Dick Hayman, Ray Mains and John O'Donnell.

SUNDAY, 1230, 1340, 1530 — "Easy To Wed" (Musical Comedy) with Yvonne De Carlo, Anne Baxter, Gene Autry, Elissa Landi and June Langley. SPECIAL SHOW, 1000 — "Shake" (Marginal Drama with Annex News) with James Carnegie and Ann Sheridan.

THURSDAY, 1330, 1530, 1730 — "State Fair" (Comedy with Gene Autry and Ronald Reagan) with Annex News.

Non-Stop Thursday and Friday, 1530, 1730, 1930 — "Easy To Wed" (Musical Comedy) with Yvonne De Carlo, Anne Baxter, Gene Autry, Elissa Landi and June Langley.

Jimmy Palmer Band
Booked For Sunday

Los Angeles
14 April 15, 16

Try Out Your Cross Words

HUMANITY
On the beach is terrific when someone like Janie McCofferty is lolling around in one strap swimming suit. You said "hubba, whuff"
Only members of Jap Imperial Army to invade America is Euki, war dog who deserted Nips and was befriended by marine Pfc. Aubrey Langham of Prichard, Ala., and Pfc. Glenn L. Huling of Rochester, N. Y. Renamed Timer, the canine poses in Jap soldiers field cap and enemy flag at Camp Pendleton, Calif., before being taken to new home with Langham.

Hypnotism, as explained and demonstrated by Professor Dan Schmidt during his fourth Cherry Point appearance, proved intriguing and laugh-provoking to WRHR audience.

Before getting in the swim, Cherry Point youngsters harken to instruction given by Lt. Edward Callahan in new week-end swim class.

Popular leisure-time gathering place for men of AES 44 is recreation room set up in their barracks.

Getting squared away in old brig building are personnel of HqSq and Navy Relief Department, whose offices were transferred from Dallas Huts.

Construction workers add final touch to two new bowling alleys at WRHR. Alleys, now totaling six, are open to all personnel.

Crowd from left field at Norfolk NAB baseball game last Sunday is pictured above.